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Configuration Manual

Archana Uday Mahajan - x20198825

1 Introduction

Many experiments were performed for this research, and this configuration manual
states and explains all the device specifications like hardware and software require-
ments to fulfill those experiments. It also specifies the programming language, li-
braries, and required packages. It then explains how the dataset was loaded, the data
exploration, preprocessing, and how the models were implemented.

2 System Configuration

This section describes the Hardware and Software requirements to run this project.

2.1 Hardware Specification

Figure 1 shows the hardware requirements for this project, local machine was used
for the implementation:

Figure 1: Hardware Specification

2.2 Software Specification

Windows 10 OS was used, all required libraries were installed, and Jupyter Notebook
was used to implement the algorithms. Libraries like tqdm, sklearn, pyenchant, en-
chant, TensorFlow was used to run the algorithm. Matplotlib and Plotly were used
for visualizations. Numpy, pandas, nltk, and re were used for preprocessing.
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Figure 2: Software Specification

3 Data Set Preparation

The data were selected and combined from various datasets from Kaggle.com; it was
a total of two datasets, Fake and Real news, which were imported into the Jupyter
Notebook and then concatenated into one single data frame. The final dataset had
six features title, text, subject, date, len, and is fake, where is fake = 1 meant news
is fake and 0 meant that the news is real.

Figure 3: Data Set Preparation
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4 Project Implementation

After the dataset concatenation, the data was explored barplots and pyplots, where
it was seen that the data was biased toward fake news as seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Data Set Bar Plot

4.1 Dataset Preprocessing

To reduce the bias of the dataset, below Figure 5 preprocessing steps were applied to
it, using the nltk and re packages, the results of which are shown in Figure 6:
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Figure 5: Data Preprocessing

Figure 6: Words after Preprocessing

4.2 Feature Extraction

For creating an accurate model, relevant words were extracted using the chi2 hypoth-
esis and used for the modeling shown in Figure 7, for which SelectKBest was used :

The next step was to model the word by topic, which was done using the Latent-
DirichletAllocation, a popular topic modelling technique, as shown in Figure 8:
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Figure 7: Feature Extraction using chi2 hypothesis

Figure 8: LDA Topic Modelling
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5 Modelling

In this section, the first step was to vectorize the words for which purpose a TF-IDF
vectorizer was used (Jalilifard et al., 2021), the code of which can be seen in Figure
9. For this the sklearn.feature extraction.text package was used:

Figure 9: TF-IDF Vectorizer

The above vectorized words are then given as input to three models that are Naive
Bayes, Bi-directional LSTM and BERT, which is explained in below subsections:

5.1 Naive Bayes

Naive Bayes is a Machine learning Model based on the Bayes theorem, which assumes
that predictors are independent, therefore the name naive. Below Figure 9 shows
the implementation of the code for which the BernoulliNB from sklearn.naive bayes
package was used:

Figure 10: Naive Bayes Implementation
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5.2 Bidirectional LSTM

The Bidirectional LSTM was implemented using the Keras API, for which the To-
kenizer from tensorflow.keras.preprocessing.text and sklearn.model selectio package
was used (Jain et al., 2022), the code implementation for which is given in Figure 11:

Figure 11: Bidirectional LSTM Implementation

5.3 BERT

The BERT Model was implemented using transformers and param packages, which
after training was saved in the model after train.pt model, as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: BERT Implementation

The BERT model was further validated on two random posts from the internet
which received a accuracy of fake at 95.24649381637573% real at 88.04030418395996%,
and was thus concluded to be the best fit model.
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